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J.P. Jay Associates specializes in:
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Wood & Steel Bookstack
Compact Shelving
Seating
Group Study
Collaboration Stations
Floor Layouts
Space Planning
Budget Pricing
Specification Writing
3D Renderings

TABLES
Tables fall under the same category as seating when it comes to providing a
brochure that covers everything out there so again we will try to give a sampling
of the different styles and materials available.
As with seating, we are finding that today’s library is looking for more of a mix of
materials; i.e. wood/metal, wood/3-form, metal legs/laminate top, as well as your
traditional wood tables. Again, because of the flexibility required by today’s library, more and more tables are being done on casters and with the ability to
easily fold and nest.
The purpose of this brochure is to touch on the most popular items available, but
if you do not find exactly what you are looking for featured in this booklet,
please feel free to contact us as we are confident we have the product to fulfill
your needs.

Muzo’s Kite tables allow for a
vast number of configurations.
Kite is more than a table system,
it is a tool. You can add tables to
expand when needed, rearrange
them in seconds whenever
called for and efficiently store/
nest them when required. Kite
tables provide 30” of personal
space no matter which layout
you create and their patented
design even levels tables on uneven floors.

KITE

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3

Kite tables feature their patented Jewel caster, the only caster developed for an agile workplace. This caster ensures that
the table is as stable as a fixed
frame table when locked and
prevents the need for linking
devices. The Jewel caster ensures fluid transit and keep the
top of your footwear clean
thanks to the locking pad.
Kite is also available in a tall
(standing height) version.

By implementing the Kite
Kite shaped table , rectangular tables and semi
-circle table, these various configurations can
be accomplished.

MINI MOBILE

Easily and quickly create table formations with Mini mobile. Muzo’s patented Jewel caster ensures smooth transit
and that no linking devices are needed.
Mini mobile is perfect for classroom and learning environments.

TIP TOE

Tip toe is a beautifully crafted table that must be experienced
in order to truly grasp its beauty.

Tip toe detail

Gather around Tip toe and share ideas, talk, present, argue,
eat, laugh….whatever it is you do. Tip toe can be the spot
where ideas are hatched, memories are made and people
come together.

GTX
The GTX table features 14gauge steel leg frames and 1
-1/4” thick laminate top that
“floats” on 3/4” spacers.
GTX is available in square,
rectangle and round version.

MALIBU
The Malibu line features a fully
welded steel end frame connected by a tubular steel
stretcher bolted through each
end. Floating tops are 1-1/4”
thick and use 3/4” spacers
mounted between the top and
frame.
Malibu is available in square,
rectangle and round version.

VECTOR
Vector tables feature fully
welded end frames connected by a tubular steel stretcher, bolted at each end.
Vector is available in square,
rectangle and round versions
and with optional convertible
modesty/privacy panel.

RALLY
Rally’s simple, elegant lines
fit a variety of environments.
Available as a T-base or Xbase and in multiple sizes
and heights.
Flip top option available on
many modes.

ECLIPSE
The Eclipse line combines
style and affordability. Its
unique design can spice up
your space.
Flip-top and folding, nesting
bases are optional.

ALBA
Sharp and contemporary, the
Alba table features a powdercoated steel frame and locking casters.
Modesty panels are optional.
Alba table works well with the
Surfboard for collaboration
and sharing.

ORBIT
Orbit tables offer a low profile
stable disc base that sit flat
on the floor, but easily moved
when needed. Top is available in round and square and
a variety of sizes and heights
are available.
Flip top option available on
many models.

PEADIQUE
Peadique is at home in an office, learning café or commons
environment. Available in 3
heights; 29”, 36” and 42”.

OTZ
Otz tables offer a solid steel
frame that flares to 4 legs by
which cable management
can be provided. Wood cylinder insert is optional as well
as the wire management
trough.
Table is offered in round and
square versions.

DEFINITONS
Definitions library tables feature 2
-1/2” diameter steel tub les and
high pressure laminate top with
5/8” x 1-1/4” solid red oak edge
with 1/2” radius on all sides.
Definitions table is available in
rectangular, square and round
versions and also as carrel tables

NOUVELLE
The Nouvelle table is available with either perforated
metal panel bases or wood or
laminate panel bases.
Nouvelle’s leg panels double
as cable management/
concealment.

CIRRUS
Cirrus tables feature welded
steel end frames with either
veneer or laminate inserts
providing a stylish, strong
and functional.
The Cirrus line is also available in a curved version.

HERITAGE
Heritage tables are classic,
traditional library tables with a
Mission detail. Tops are high
pressure laminate and legs
are solid oak or maple.

CHARLESTON
Charleston tables feature a
high pressure laminate top
with wood edge and tapered
legs fitted with dapper steel
boots.
Charleston tables are available
in rectangular, square and
round versions as well as carrel tables and study carrels.

LEXINGTON
The Lexington table features
a laminate top with wood
edge and apron. The apron’s
soft arch adds richness to an
otherwise ordinary table.
The Lexington table is available as a rectangle, square
and circle as well as a rectangle panel base. Carrel tables
and study carrels also available

METRO
Metro tables feature a high pressure laminate top with 5/8” x 15/8” solid red oak edge with a 13
degree reverse bevel. Legs taper
and feature a 1/4” wide by 1/8”
deep black detail.
Metro tables are available in rectangular, square and round versions and also as carrel tables
and study carrels.

MALIBU
Malibu’s elegantly edged top
sits upon delicately curved
legs. High pressure laminate
top features a 2” x 1-1/2” solid red oak edge with 45 degree bottom bevel.
Malibu is available as a rectangle, square or round table
as well as carrel tables and
carrels.

BOOKMARK
Bookmark tables are solidly
traditional wood tables featuring a high pressure laminate
top with radiused solid red
oak edge all around.
Bookmark is available as a
rectangle, square or round
table as well as carrel tables
and carrels.

BENCHMARK
Benchmark tables are solid
with a laminate top surface
and red oak legs radiused on
all edges.
Benchmark tables are available in rectangular, square
and round versions.

DOWNTOWN
This parsons-style table is the
perfect combination of simplicity, elegance and function.
Available in a variety of sizes,
it can fulfill your needs as a
desk, work table or standing
conference table.
Table pictured shows optional
power/connectivity components.

QUORUM
Quorum is available with a
high pressure laminate or veneer top with multiple edge
options and wood or laminate
vertical panels.
Available in rectangle, boat
and racetrack shapes.
Optional power and connectivity is available.

CLOVER
The Clover collaboration table is a continuous curve, clover-shaped cabinet table.
Top is laminate with a 3mm
PVC edge. Top sits upon a
cupboard/drawer cabinet
base. Table is equipped with
casters for mobility.

CRAYON
Crayon is an interactive work
space and multimedia conference hub. The top is high
pressure laminate, cabinet
can be constructed of either
high pressure laminate or veneer (monitor not included).
Optional power/connectivity
available.

POWER UP
Power Up’s unique style is perfect for today’s technological
devices such as iPads, ereaders and more.
Table features flip top lid
providing safe and secure storage with individual keys all
while charging devices from an
internal power source.

ALGONQUIN
Simple, elegant lines with a traditional look

KESTREL
Tapered, solid wood legs provide a sleek,
classic look

PLOVER
Curved plywood legs make this table a
modern classic

ALGONQUIN
Simple, elegant lines with a traditional look

LORCA
Tubular metal legs and colorful bold
glides define this sleek look

FLICK
Clean , spare lines define the tapered,
three−prong steel rod Flick leg

FINN
Tubular metal legs available in a variety
of colors characterize the Finn table

YUMA
Strong, lighter−scale, functional, stylish and
contemporary table with metal legs and
various end frame options

EISENHOWER
Beautiful North American solid maple legs
turned and tapered

ALGONQUIN
Simple, elegant lines with a traditional look

ALGONQUIN STUDY
A commanding look with clean architectural
lines that reflect traditional styling

TRESTLE BASE
Classic and beautiful, these tables create
a look of rich and lasting elegance

PANEL LEG TABLE
A distinctive, versatile and practical choice
for numerous applications

BARCELONA
Sleek pedestal base pairs well with wood or l
aminate top

X−BASE
Pairs sleek metal styling with a beautiful
wood or laminate surface

T−BASE
Sturdy, sllek legs provide a functional table
for a variety of uses

TERAINE
State of the art benhing systems keeps
worksurface slim while providing support thr
ough sturdy metal legs and beams

CASPIAN
Flip it, move it, nest it. The Caspian table
collection is the perfect platform for confer
ences, meetings and other activities

WHITEBOARD TABLE
With convenient whiteboard top, this
table is perfect for collaboration

CAL
Cal’s the kind of guy who has
the knack for bringing people
together. With his good looks,
full knee clearance around the table and
convenient access to power along the center
spine, this table is at the center of the best
ideas.

DUANE
Duane’s a team player, always ready for
action. This trestle−style work table huddles up
to support multiple computer stations. With his
large cable trough and split table top, Duane is
prepared for whatever you bring to the table.

EDDIE
Eddie’s circular metal base and pedestal
support a round translucent top with built−in
power hub giving you more ways to stay
connected throughout the day.

LILY
Float around with Lily, a lightweight,
free−standing table that moves easily between
individual work station and break−out groups.
A cup holder and pen groove keey you happy
wherever you land.

PRINCETON

VISTA

ELEMENT

FUSION

BANNISTER

FLEX

LAGOON

LEAF

POND

J. P. Jay Associates Partial Users List

Sewickley Public Library
Sewickley, PA
Ms. Carolyn Toth
(412) 741-6099

Eastern University
St. Davids, PA
Mr. James Sauer
(610) 341-5957

Barrett Paradise Friendly Library
Cresco, PA
Ms. Cindy Deluca
(570) 595-7171

Western Pocono
Community Library
Brodheadsville, PA
Mrs. Carol Kern
(570) 992-7934

Hershey Public Library
Hershey, PA
Ms. Barbara Ellis
(717) 533-6555

Lehigh University
Bethlehem, PA
Ms. Sharon Wiles-Young
(610) 758-3046

Lower Southampton Library
Feasterville, PA
Ms. Sally Pollack
(215) 355-1183

Ursinus College
Collegeville, PA
Mr. Charles Jamison
(610) 409-3000, ext. 2243

Cleve J. Fredricksen Public Library
Camp Hill, PA
Ms. Joy Hamsher
(717) 761-3900, ext. 230

Lancaster Bible College
Lancaster, PA
Dr. Philip Dearborn
(717) 560-8233

Wilmington University
Wilmington, DE
Dr. Richard Gochnauer
302-356-6795

Milford Public Library
Milford, DE
Kay Hudson
302-422-8996

J.P. Jay Associates is
committed to helping
save the environment.
Whenever possible we
work with LEED Certified
manufacturers to help
create a greener way of
life.
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